LSMSA Fight Song
Words and Music by Dr. Al Benner

Verse 1:
Throughout the great state of Louisiana
Students come from far and near
To be among the best, that is a noble quest,
At a place they will hold so dear.

Chorus:
Soar Eagles Soar
To a victory of lore.
It’s a mathematical fact of a scientific act,
An oh so clever, artistic endeavor
Fight Eagles Fight
We will show our strength and might
In any language you will hear a historical cheer,
When the computation done, you will know we have won
At the Louisiana [Fight Eagles Fight]
Louisiana [Soar Eagles Soar]
Louisiana [LSMSA] School.

As needed
Verse 2:
Near the banks of the beautiful Cane River
Beside the campus of NSULA
Shining bright above the rest, a school that is the best,
It is called LSMSA.

Chorus: